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A Time of Transition
How were things going to change for the Israelites who heard the
words of today’s text for the first time?

Israel was about to enter a time of t_______________.
What was the most important question the Israelites faced at this
time?
How do times of significant transition affect one’s faith?

Covenant Renewal
What does Moses do to give his people the best possible chance
of succeeding in the plans the Lord had for them?

The Lord directed Moses to call the Israelites to recommit
themselves to the c____________ they had made a Sinai. This is
called a covenant r_____________. Deut. 29:1,12-13
Israel’s Crucial Choice
Moses makes the concern very simple. He boils everything down
to ________ choices. Deut. 29:11-13
Describe the two ways:

What would be the result of each choice?

What did this mean for Israel?

Why would anyone choose death, destruction, and curses over
life, prosperity, and blessing?
Our Crucial Choice
How is the choice we face today different from the choice Israel
had to make? John 14:1-6
How is the choice we face today similar to the choice Israel had to
make? John 3:36, 1 John 5:12
What is so important about the choice God sets before us?
Renewing Our Commitment
Why was it important for Israel to renew the covenant at this time?

Truth to Remember:
Renewing our commitment to the Lord
helps us remain faithful through the transitions of life.
What are some of the major transitions we face in life?

Transitions become opportunities to either lose your faith or to
s__________________ it.
Challenge: Renew your commitment to the Lord, especially in
times of transition.

What is the Lord telling you to do as a result of this message?

